Optogenetic stimulation of the auditory pathway
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Auditory prostheses can partially restore speech comprehension when hearing fails. Sound coding with current prostheses is based on electrical stimulation of auditory neurons and has limited frequency resolution due to broad current spread within the cochlea. In contrast, optical stimulation can be spatially confined, which may improve frequency resolution. Here, we used animal models to characterize optogenetic stimulation, which is the optical stimulation of neurons genetically engineered to express the light-gated ion channel channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2). Optogenetic stimulation of spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs) activated the auditory pathway, as demonstrated by recordings of single neuron and neuronal population responses. Furthermore, optogenetic stimulation of SGNs restored auditory activity in deaf mice. Approximation of the spatial spread of cochlear excitation by recording local field potentials (LFPs) in the inferior colliculus in response to suprathreshold optical, acoustic, and electrical stimuli indicated that optogenetic stimulation achieves better frequency resolution than monopolar electrical stimulation. Virus-mediated expression of a ChR2 variant with greater light sensitivity in SGNs reduced the amount of light required for responses and allowed neuronal spiking following stimulation up to 60 Hz. Our study demonstrates a strategy for optogenetic stimulation of the auditory pathway in rodents and lays the groundwork for future applications of cochlear optogenetics in auditory research and prosthetics.

Introduction

The electrical cochlear implant (CI) is considered the most successful neuroprosthesis. Implanted in more than 200,000 hearing-impaired subjects worldwide, CIs enable open speech comprehension in the majority of users (1–6). CIs also have become an important tool in auditory research (2), as they bypass the dysfunctional sensory organ of Corti in the cochlea via direct electrical stimulation of spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs). In cases in which the auditory nerve (AN) is dysfunctional or absent (e.g., after tumor surgery), electrical stimulation of the cochlear nucleus by auditory brainstem implants can be performed, although it less frequently achieves open speech comprehension (7).
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CI and auditory brainstem implants are based on electrical sound coding. Electrical stimulation causes activation around the “tonotopic position” of a specific electrode contact in the cochlea or cochlear nucleus, respectively. CIs typically use 1–2 dozen electrode contacts, making limited use of the approximately 30,000 tonotopically ordered SGNs that ordinarily perform fine sampling of frequency-specific auditory information. The widespread electrical field around an electrode contact (8) leads to crosstalk (9) and further reduces the number of independent frequency channels (10, 11). Frequency resolution can be improved using multipolar stimulation at the expense of higher power consumption (12, 13) or intraneural stimulation (at least in animals) (14). Electrical coding is also limited for sound intensity, with an output dynamic range typically below 20 dB (5, 15). Thus, enhancing the frequency and intensity resolution of sound coding by auditory prostheses is a key objective for improving hearing restoration. Spatially confined activation of auditory neurons by light promises increased frequency resolution. Indeed, recent animal experiments have indicated excellent frequency resolution of cochlear stimulation with infrared light (16–18). However, the energy requirement for infrared stimulation (15 μJ per pulse for intracochlear stimulation; ref. 18) greatly exceeds that of monopolar electrical CIs (0.2 μJ per pulse; ref. 19), limiting the practical utility of optical strategies for prosthetic hearing restoration.
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Figure 1
Optical activation of the auditory pathway in ChR2 transgenic mice. (A) ChR2-YFP expression in SGNs in a section of an entire mouse cochlea following GFP immunolabeling and phalloidin-AF-568 labeling of actin. Scale bar: 500 μm. Inset: SGNs costained for NF200 and GFP; arrow points to a GFP-positive SGN with typical bipolar morphology. Scale bar: 20 μm. (B) ChR2-YFP is expressed in peripheral neurites of SGNs projecting to IHCs (radial fibers); immunolabeling for GFP and parvalbumin (outer hair cells and inner hair cells not included in this projection of confocal sections). Scale bar: 20 μm. (C) typical surgical situs used for optical stimulation; retroauricular approach through the middle ear to the cochlea; cochleostomy and landmarks. Scale bar: 1 mm. (D) μLED probe. Using a micromanipulator, a glass capillary was used to position the μLED onto the cochleostomy. Scale bar: 1 mm. Inset shows en face view of the illuminated 200-μm LED emitting surface. (E) aABRs before (black) and after (red) cochleostomy. Left panel: grand average of responses to 1,000 clicks at 80 dB SPL (peak equivalent), applied at 10 Hz. Right panel: aABR threshold for clicks and 12-kHz tone bursts (n = 11 for both panels; *P < 0.001, paired Student’s t test). (F) Representative oABRs in response to rectangular 5-ms power LED stimulation at 4 mW/mm^2 and 1 Hz (average of 56 trials). (G) Representative eABRs in response to stimulation with 900-μA currents at 20 Hz via glass-insulated tungsten electrodes (one placed inside and one outside the cochlea; average of 200 trials).

Here, we used microbial light-gated channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) (20) to render SGNs sensitive to light. ChR2 is a biophysically (20–23) and structurally (24) well-characterized cation channel (passive conductor) with low conductance (20). The generation and experimental application of ChR2 variants with different properties has revolutionized the life sciences (“optogenetics,” reviewed in refs. 25, 26) and generated new avenues for medical therapies such as those aimed at restoring vision (27–30). In the present study, we explored the feasibility of optogenetic stimulation of auditory neurons in rodents. We used transgenic mice (31, 32) and rats (29) expressing ChR2 under the Thy1.2 promoter in auditory neurons and the adeno-associated virus–mediated (AAV-mediated) ChR2 variant CatCh (33) in SGNs. We demonstrate optogenetic activation of SGNs (cochlear optogenetics) by optically evoked auditory brainstem responses (oABRs), the interaction of optogenetic and acoustic SGN stimulation, light-evoked single SGN activity, and local field potentials (LFPs) recorded in the inferior colliculus (IC). Using IC recordings, we indicate improved frequency resolution with optogenetic stimulation compared with that achieved with monopolar electrical stimulation, a finding that promises numerous opportunities for auditory research and future advances in hearing restoration with CIs.

Results
Optogenetic stimulation of the auditory nerve. Transgenic mice (32) expressed ChR2-YFP in the somata (Figure 1A and inset) as well as in the peripheral (Figure 1B) and central axes (Figure 1A) of almost all SGNs. Within the cochlea, ChR2 expression was restricted to SGNs, such that optogenetically evoked auditory activity can be safely attributed to SGNs and not hair cell stimulation (Figure 1B). We established cochlear optogenetics in 4- to 20-week-old ChR2 mice using light-emitting diodes (LEDs) (Figure 1D) or fiber-coupled lasers for different blue light stimulation strategies. Using a retroauricular approach to the middle ear, we either opened a small window in the cochlear capsule (transcochlear stimulation, cochleostomy diameter of 1 mm; Figure 1C and see Methods), or inserted the light emitter into the scala tympani via the round window (intracochlear stimulation). We first tested the activation of the auditory pathway by acoustic, optogenetic, and electrical stimulation using scalp recordings of neuronal population responses (ABRs: mean difference potential between a vertex and a mastoid needle electrode relative to ground, acoustic ABRs [aABRs]; averaging 1,000 trials, oABRs and electrical ABRs [eABRs]; averaging 100 trials, respectively). Due to the middle ear surgery and cochleostomy, the aABRs were mildly compromised (Figure 1E), as illustrated by the reduced amplitudes of the suprathreshold aABR and an elevation of the auditory threshold (20–30 dB, n = 11, P < 0.001 by a paired Student’s t test). oABRs (Figure 1F) differed from aABRs (evoked by 80 dB clicks) in waveform, number of waves, and amplitude and were more comparable to eABRs (Figure 1G, Supplemental Figure 2, and ref. 34; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI69050DS1). This may reflect the recruitment of more SGNs and a higher synchrony of firing (see below) induced by optogenetic versus acoustic stimu-
The oABRs could be obtained by all optical stimulation protocols (responses to intracochlear μLED implant or optical fiber in ChR2 mice shown in Supplemental Figures 1 and 2). Moreover, oABRs were successfully elicited by transcocochlear stimulation in ChR2 transgenic rats, which showed expression of ChR2-Venus throughout the spiral ganglion (Supplemental Figure 6).

The oABRs appeared specific for ChR2-mediated activation of SGNs. We did not detect oABRs in response to 4 mW/mm² transcocochlear irradiance in (a) wild-type mice (Figure 2A) or in ChR2 mice when (b) light was projected onto their intact cochlea (Figure 2B); (c) SGN action potential generation was inhibited by applying the sodium channel blocker lidocaine (Figure 2C) or tetrodotoxin (TTX) (Figure 2D) to the cochleostomy; or (d) when mice had been sacrificed (Figure 2E). Moreover, oABRs to transcocochlear LED stimulation persisted after severing the facial nerve (Figure 2F). We found that oABRs differed between animals in amplitude (e.g., Figure 2) and shape, but were reproducible within the same recording (Supplemental Figure 10). We attribute this heterogeneity to differences in the size and position of the cochleostomy, the position and orientation of the LED lens assembly, the position of the electrode, and in the expression of ChR2 in SGNs.

Next, we studied optogenetic activation of single SGNs (Figure 3A) and consecutive propagation of the signal to neurons of the cochlear nucleus (Figure 3B) in ChR2 mice. For this purpose, we established laser stimulation of the left cochlea via a 250-μm plastic optical fiber placed onto a small cochleostomy. After confirming efficient optogenetic stimulation by recording oABRs, we drove a glass microelectrode toward the internal auditory canal, where the SGNs enter the cochlear nucleus with a penetration depth of at least 1,000 μm. At high illumination intensities (22 mW), we observed optogenetically driven single-neuron spiking activity in nine neurons in three successful experiments, whereas an additional twenty-seven neurons showed spontaneous firing, but no light-evoked responses. In responsive neurons, each light pulse...
typically evoked one or two action potential(s), and only two neurons showed multiple spikes. Failures were observed in only three neurons, which showed additional spiking. Six neurons showed short first spike latencies (4.8 ± 0.3 ms from light onset, and 4.6 ± 0.3 ms when excluding one neuron with spontaneous firing), which we suggest represent SGNs. We found a very low trial-to-trial variance of the first spike timing (0.08 ± 0.06 ms² without versus 0.40 ± 0.03 ms² with inclusion of the spontaneously active neuron). For a comparison, we report the SGN responses to brief acoustic (click) stimuli, which showed an average first spike latency of 3.2 ms ± 0.9 ms (P < 0.01 for comparison with optogenetic stimulation), with a mean trial-to-trial variance of 0.7 ± 1.0 ms² (P < 0.02 for comparison with optogenetic stimulation, when including the ChR2 SGNs with spontaneous firing) in a different set of experiments in wild-type C57BI/6 mice. Three other neurons had a longer (13.2 ± 1.6 ms) and more variable (2.4 ± 0.9 ms²) optogenetically driven first spike latency and likely represent cochlear nucleus neurons. In summary, these findings demonstrate that cochlear optogenetics activates the auditory pathway.

**Cochlear optogenetics: masking of acoustic response and spread of cochlear excitation.** We studied whether depolarization of SGNs due to ChR2 activation would render them refractory to sound-evoked synaptic transmission from inner hair cells (IHCs). Such “light-on-tone” masking (17) would further corroborate the activation of the ascending auditory pathway by cochlear optogenetics and could provide a first estimate of the spread of light-evoked cochlear excitation. Following deafening of the contralateral ear (see Methods) of ChR2 mice, we performed a cochleostomy and positioned the µLED using oABRs as a reporter for efficient optogenetic stimulation. We then recorded aABRs in the absence and presence of the optogenetic masker. To enable safe detection of aABRs in spite of the large difference in oABR and aABR amplitudes (Figure 1), we started the optical stimulus 20 ms prior to the tone burst (Figure 4A). We maintained the optogenetic stimulation for a total of 40 ms and used an irradiance of 4 mW/mm² in order to achieve sufficiently sustained depolarization of SGNs despite partial ChR2 inactivation (Figure 8 and ref. 20). aABRs were masked by optogenetic stimulation of SGNs in a frequency-dependent manner: higher sound pressure levels were required to evoke detectable aABRs at 8 and 12 kHz (n = 4; P < 0.05; paired Student’s t test; Figure 4B), but not at 4 or 16–32 kHz (P > 0.05; paired Student’s t test). However, optogenetic stimulation did not fully abolish the aABRs, which could, in principle, reflect the contribution of an incompletely deafened contralateral ear, low or absent ChR2 expression in a subset of SGNs (absent or incomplete depolarization block by ChR2 activation), or a broader spread of excitation of the acoustic versus the optogenetic response.

The frequency range at which we observed light masking of aABRs coincided with the tonotopic position of the cochleostomy, as identified by high-resolution x-ray phase-contrast tomography (ref. 35, Figure 4C, Supplemental Figure 8, and Supplemental Video 1). Resolution and contrast sufficed for tracing the basilar membrane (Figure 4C, inset). The frequency range embraced by a typical cochleostomy was estimated to be 8–12 kHz (Figure 4D), based on a previously established frequency map of the mouse cochlea (36). We interpret these findings to indicate that our transcocchlear µLED illumination indeed affected sound coding by SGNs and that this effect was restricted to a tonotopic range of less than an octave. We note that this underestimates the potential frequency selectivity of optogenetic stimulation, because the µLED, a wide-angle surface emitter, was positioned roughly 1,200 μm away from the SGNs (the sum of the distance from the µLED surface to the cochleostomy was 700 μm and the distance from the cochleostomy to the radial fibers was 500 μm), and no focusing of the light was used. “Light-on-tone” masking was also observed for suprathreshold aABRs in a different set of experiments (n = 10). We analyzed the amplitude of aABR wave 1 and found an almost 3-fold maximal reduction following light stimulation (Figure 4E).

Next, we assessed the cochlear spread of excitation using multielectrode array recordings of LFPs from the central nucleus of the IC (ICC), which provides access to tonotopically ordered input of the auditory pathway (refs. 37, 38, and Supplemental Figures 3 and 4). We inserted a 250-μm optical fiber through the round window approximately 700 μm into the scala tympani to stimulate the cochlear base SGNs (Figure 5 and Supplementary Figures 2 and 4). This approach is predicted to stimulate SGN sig-
naling at the frequency range around 55 kHz (36). No responses in this range were observed due to age-related hearing loss (39, 40) in the mouse strain (C57Bl/6 background) used in this study (Supplemental Figures 4 and 5). In parallel experiments, we used acoustic and monopolar electrical stimulation to compare the cochlear spread of excitation between the three modalities. The stimulus intensities were chosen as being suprathreshold for each modality, as judged by LFPs in the IC (Figure 5, B–D) and simultaneously measured ABRs (Supplemental Figure 2). We chose suprathreshold stimulation with the rationale that spatial selectivity of these intensities matters for the coding of many behaviorally relevant acoustic signals. Figure 5 illustrates the situs of the recording using a single-shank multielectrode array inserted into the ICC (Figure 5A) and provides representative LFP recordings from the 16 electrode contacts of the array showing spatiotemporal response patterns for the three different stimulus modes as a function of depth (Figure 5, B–D; see Supplemental Figure 3 for histological verification and LFPs). Responses to tone bursts (30 ms) of varying frequencies were used to map the tonotopic range of cochlear excitation in the IC (Supplemental Figure 4). We used frequency gradients along linear, multielectrode arrays to calibrate the location of the responses to the electrical and optical stimulation within the tonotopic map of the ICC (38). While a comparison of spread of excitation in the cochlear base was feasible for optical and electrical stimulation, it was not feasible for acoustic stimulation due to the high-frequency hearing loss in most of the animals (Supplemental Figures 4 and 5). Instead, we compared the responses to optical and electrical stimulation with those evoked by a 31-kHz tone burst (80 dB, 30 ms) (Figure 5C).

Optogenetic responses (24 mW, 6 ms) (Figure 5B) showed spatial tuning similar to that of acoustic responses, whereby the maximum response was observed most ventrally in the IC (Figure 5I), as one would expect with stimulation of the high-frequency cochlear base. We found that responses to electrical stimulation (biphasic pulses, 250 μA pulses of 80 μs phase duration, 20 μs interphase gap) (Figure 5D) were spatially more extended. Based on the spatial profile of LFPs, we calculated current source densities (CSDs) (Figure 5, E–H, and Supplemental Figure 4) for a first assessment of the cochlear spread of excitation based on IC activity (Figure 5E). In general, CSD analysis is thought to reflect the excitatory inputs onto
A population of neurons as current sinks and passive return currents as sources (42, 44). Consequently, we quantified the spatial extent of the major current sink along the tonotopic axis of the IC for all three modalities as a measure of cochlear spread of excitation (Figure 5, F–H). We found a significant difference in the spread of excitation between the stimulation modalities (Figure 5J, ANOVA: \( P < 0.05 \)). Under these conditions, we found that the spread of excitation for optogenetic stimulation (475 ± 65.5 μm) was at least as narrow as that for acoustic stimulation (666.7 ± 95.7 μm, \( p_{\text{optical-acoustic}} = \text{NS} \)), while, as expected, monopolar electrical stimulation showed a broader spread (828.6 ± 101.7 μm, \( p_{\text{electrical-optogenetic}} < 0.05 \)). This finding qualitatively agrees with a recent study of infrared optical stimulation (18). We note that the spread of excitation after acoustic stimulation with higher stimulus frequencies in mice with high-frequency hearing is likely to be narrower than that seen at 31 kHz (45–47).

Sink peak latencies were shorter with optogenetic and electrical stimulation than with tone bursts (Figure 5K; ANOVA, \( P < 0.01 \); \( p_{\text{optical-electrical}} = \text{NS} \), \( p_{\text{optical-acoustic}} < 0.05 \), \( p_{\text{electrical-acoustic}} < 0.01 \)). The total transferred charge was similar for all stimulus modalities (Figure 5L; ANOVA, \( P = 0.33 \)), indicating comparable levels of stimulation of the auditory pathway.

Since future optogenetic stimulation will likely rely on linear intracochlear arrays of light emitters, we performed x-ray tomographic measurements of the cochlear anatomy in mouse and rat.
Characterizing the stimulus dependence of oABRs. Using transcochlear power LED stimulation, we characterized the effects of stimulus intensity (irradiance or radiant exposure), duration, and rate on oABRs. Figure 6A shows the suprathreshold oABRs (average of 50 trials) of 8 mice and demonstrates large interindividual differences in latency, amplitude, and waveform. We attribute this heterogeneity between the animals to differences in the size and position of the cochleostomy, in the position and orientation of the LED lens assembly, in the position of the electrode, and in the expression of ChR2 in SGNs. In each animal, oABR amplitude (approximated as the N1 amplitude) increased with light intensity (Figure, 6B and C) and pulse duration (up to about 2 ms at 4 mW/mm²) (Figure 6D), and we observed little amplitude and shape variability between the individual oABR traces during repeated stimulations (Supplemental Figure 10). By visual inspection, we determined the light threshold to be the radiant exposure that caused a clear deviation of the mean difference potential from the baseline before stimulation. On average, we observed threshold responses at $2.2 \pm 0.4 \mu J/mm^2$ (for 2- to 5-ms stimuli), which is roughly 7–70 times lower (depending on the infrared laser pulse duration) than the threshold radiant exposure reported for infrared stimulation of the SGN compound action potential (48).

Response latency decreased with light intensity and reached, on average, $3.14 \pm 0.26$ ms for the strongest stimuli tested (Figure 6E). This exceeds the latencies found with acoustic (typically 1.3 ms for 80 dB click-evoked aABRs) (Figure 1E and ref. 49) and electrical (approximately 0.3 ms) (34) stimulation. We assume
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that the oABR latency reflects the time required for ChR2 to depolarize the neuronal membrane potential to the action potential threshold (Figure 9 and ref. 31), which is governed by the number and conductance of active ChR2 channels. oABR amplitudes declined when stimulus rates were raised above 20 Hz (Figure 6F), but remained sizable (tens of μV) up to 70 Hz. ABR amplitudes decreased and latency increased during higher-frequency stimulation. In summary, ChR2-mediated transcochlear optogenetics induced oABRs with a 2-μJ threshold and a 3.1-ms minimal latency and were observed for stimulation rates up to 70 Hz.

Restoring auditory afferent activity in mouse models of deafness. Next, we tested the ability of cochlear optogenetics to activate the auditory pathway in mouse models of human deafness. As a model of early-onset genetic deafness, we chose a mouse line that carries the D1767G point mutation (NP_001093865, NCBI) (50) in Otof (coding for the otoferlin mouse model of human deafness DFNB9). These Otof<sup>1767G/1767G</sup> mice have a severely defective transmitter release from IHCs (51). While their SGNs can generate a few action potentials in response to high-intensity sound stimulation (51), their aABRs are absent (Figure 7B, n = 9, and refs. 50, 51). Here, we crossed the Thy1.2-driven ChR2 transgene with Otof<sup>1767G/1767G</sup> mice to express ChR2 in their SGNs (Figure 7A). Transcochlear μLED stimulation elicited oABRs in these Otof<sup>1767G/1767G-ChR2</sup> mice (n = 9) (Figure 7C), corroborating the hypothesis that deafness in Otof<sup>1767G/1767G</sup> mice is primarily caused by the presynaptic defect of their IHCs (51), while their SGNs are functional.

We also examined a model of acquired deafness by s.c. injection of 400 μg/g furosemide into ChR2 mice to collapse their endocochlear potential (52), thereby abolishing mecanoelectrical transduction and afferent auditory signaling. We reasoned that the oABRs should remain unaffected, because they solely build on optogenetic stimulation of SGNs independently of hair cell function. Indeed, the aABRs disappeared within 30 minutes, but transcochlear μLED stimulation readily elicited oABRs (n = 5) (Figure 7D). In conclusion, these two examples demonstrate that optogenetic cochlear stimulation can activate the auditory pathway in mouse models of human deafness.

AAV2/6-mediated expression of CatCh in mouse SGNs. If cochlear optogenetics is to be used in other species and translated into clinical applications, a number of objectives must be addressed. Importantly, biologically safe and reliable protocols for genetic manipulation of SGNs are required. Thus far, viral and nonviral approaches have been reported (53–59). Here, we focused on using AAVs, which are good candidates, because they were successfully used to transduce murine SGNs (53, 54, 60) and do not compromise hearing (60–62). We used transuterine virus injections into the left otocyst of 8 to 14 available embryos 11.5 dpc (refs. 62, 63, and Figure 8, A and B). This met the requirements for screening 10 different viruses for their potential to transduce SGNs and was based on morphological and functional analysis of a sufficient number of treated animals (Supplemental Table 1). Efficient and selective transduction of SGNs was observed only for AAV2/6, which carried the transgene under the control of the human synapsin promoter (Figure 8A). Among the ChR2 variants with improved properties, we selected CatCh, which shows higher Ca<sup>2+</sup> permeability and was reported to induce 70-fold greater neuron light sensitivity compared with that found in wild-type ChR2 (33). Immunohistochemistry of cochlear cryosections showed expression of CatCh-fused yellow

Figure 7
Cochlear optogenetics restores auditory activity in deaf mice. (A) Maximum projection of confocal sections of apical cochlear coils from ChR2-positive otoferlin mutant (DFNB9 mouse model) and wild-type control mice following immunolabeling for GFP (green, labeling ChR2-YFP–expressing radial fibers and SGN somata) and actin (red, phalloidin-AF-568, labeling ChR-YFP–negative hair cells). Scale bars: 50 μm. (B) Lack of aABRs in a representative ChR2-positive DFNB9 mouse (red, 120 dB clicks at 20 Hz, average of 5,800 trials; initial potential likely reflects cochlear microphonics or summating potentials of hair cells; ref. 51) and a wild-type control mouse (black, 80 dB clicks at 20 Hz, average of 800 trials). (C) oABRs could be elicited in the DFNB9 mouse after cochleostomy (μLED, 4 ms, 1 Hz, 1,000 trials). (D) Abolition of aABRs but preserved oABRs 30 minutes after s.c. furosemide injection.
Figure 8
AAV2/6-mediated expression of CatCh renders murine SGNs light sensitive. (A) Viral construct scheme. (B) Illustration of injection site on an embryo. Black, gray, and blue arrowheads indicate the fourth ventricle, primary head vein, and location of otocyst, respectively. (C) Cochlear section of a P7, AAV2/6-HSYN-CatCh-YFP–injected mouse; immunolabeling for Na/K-ATPase α3 subunit (red) and YFP (green) shows expression of CatCh in SGNs of the basal turn. Scale bar: 200 μm. (D) Magnification of C showing CatCh expression in SGN membranes. Scale bar: 20 μm. (E) Organ of Corti immunostaining shows extension of CatCh expression (YFP in green) in SGNs to the point where their neurites contact IHCs (calretinin in red). Scale bar: 20 μm. (F) Transduction of SGNs along the cochlear turns in positive animals (38% of injected animals were negative and are not shown). Markers for animals are maintained in the inset: oABR N1 amplitude correlates with transduction efficiency. (G) oABRs in response to 200-μs laser stimulation via an optical fiber inserted into the round window. (H) Precise and reliable spiking in a putative SGN in a CatCh-transfected mouse at stimulation rates up to at least 60 Hz (5-ms light pulses). (I) Quantification of first spiking response (indicated by arrows in H). Reliability of spiking (proportion of trials eliciting a spike during the stimulation time window) (top), mean first spike latencies (FSLs) (bottom left), and FSL variance (bottom right) in response to 5- to 10-ms flashes at different intensities. Grayscale values indicate seven different light-responsive neurons in the region of the AN and cochlear nucleus.

fluorescent protein (YFP) and Na+/K+-ATPase in SGNs (Figure 8, C and D). We found that CatCh was expressed in the membranes of SGN somata and in their neurites to the point of contacting calretinin-positive IHCs (Figure 8E). Expression persisted at least until postnatal day 59, with no obvious decay of expression levels (data not shown). The fraction of CatCh-YFP–positive SGN somata in Rosenthal’s canal was highest in the cochlear base (Figure 8, C and F).

For functional analysis, we used laser stimulation of the basal cochlea via a 250-μm plastic optical fiber inserted through the round window. oABRs could be elicited in ears with at least 40% of the basal SGNs expressing CatCh-YFP (Figure 8F). In 2 of 8 ears with oABRs, we observed a response to stimuli as short as 200 μs (Figure 8G). The oABRs varied substantially between the various ears tested, which was partly related to the transduction rate (Figure 8F), but probably also reflected stimulation efficiency, i.e., the projection of the light beam. We then performed extracellular recordings from single putative SGNs as described above (Figure 3A). We detected optogenetically evoked action potentials (Figure 8I), which, for strong stimuli (22.1 mW), occurred with shorter latencies (2.8 ± 0.2 ms, n = 9 units in 2 mice, P < 0.001) than those of putative SGNs in ChR2 mice.
Direct optogenetic stimulation of auditory brainstem neurons. Direct optogenetic stimulation of auditory brainstem neurons is of interest, from both a basic research and a translational point of view. It promises temporally precise and selective stimulation of single neurons or particular populations of neurons, which provide input into subsequent stages of auditory processing. Moreover, optogenetic stimulation may improve the performance of auditory brainstem implants, which are in clinical use for rehabilitation of hearing when a CI is not available due to a lack of functional SGNs, but which often fail to enable open speech understanding (7).

Here, we turned to transgenic rats expressing ChR2-Venus under the control of the Thy1.2 promoter (29). Immunolabeling studies showed ChR2 expression in SGNs (Supplemental Figure 6), in fibers and principal cells of the cochlear nucleus (Figure 9A), and in the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) (Figure 9B) of 3- to 4-week-old transgenic rats. Then, we used the whole-cell patch-clamp technique to study photoresponses in acute auditory brainstem slices upon blue light laser stimulation projected onto the preparation via an optical fiber. We used high-output light intensity (~30 mW), aiming for saturation of current amplitudes.
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upon direct illumination of the target cell. Stellate and bushy cells of the anteroventral cochlear nucleus, identified by cell shape and firing pattern (tonic for stellate, phasic for bushy cells), and principal cells of the MNTB showed nanosecond photocurrents that reached a peak within 2 to 4 ms after light onset (Figure 9, C–E). Consistent with previous reports (e.g., ref. 31), we observed that ChR2-mediated photocurrents were partially inactivated (to ~47% of the peak amplitude) following an exponential time course, with time constants of 5 to 10 ms depending on the cell type (Figure 9, C–E). After light offset, deactivation occurred with millisecond kinetics (Figure 9, C–E).

In current-clamp recordings, photoresponses of stellate and bushy cells (Figure 9, F and G) mimicked the respectively tonic and phasic firing patterns found with electrical current injection (65), while MNTB principal cells showed adaptive firing (Figure 9H). On average, the peak of action potentials was reached 2.1 ± 0.1 ms from light onset (data not shown). We occasionally encountered large transient currents riding on top of the postsynaptic photocurrent that were sensitive to CNQX, likely representing excitatory postsynaptic currents elicited by presynaptic photostimulation. Similar findings were obtained in a limited set of experiments in transgenic mice (data not shown).

Discussion

Here, we provide a first proof of concept for optogenetic stimulation of the cochlea in rodents. We characterized the light-induced activation of the ascending auditory pathway in ChR2 transgenic mice and rats, the restoration of auditory system responses in mouse models of human deafness, and the feasibility of virus-mediated optogenetics in mouse SGNs. We found what we believe to be the first evidence for improved frequency resolution with optogenetic stimulation compared with that achieved with monopolar electrical stimulation. We explored various optical stimulation strategies and characterized the morphological constraints by phase-contrast x-ray tomography in mouse and rat. Finally, we characterized the photoresponses of auditory brainstem neurons by patch-clamp recordings. Our study lays the groundwork for advancing optogenetics as a tool for auditory research and future clinical applications.

Optogenetic stimulation of auditory neurons. Why consider optical stimulation for auditory research and prosthetics? Generating tailored activity in small SGN populations in the absence of micromechanical spectral mixing in the cochlea offers unprecedented opportunities for auditory research. Optical stimulation has the potential to improve auditory prosthetics, because a larger number of independent stimulation channels would enable innovative strategies for coding frequency and intensity in order to enhance the perception of speech, prosody, and music.

Here, we studied optogenetic stimulation of auditory neurons in ChR2 transgenic mice and rats (refs. 29, 32, and Figures 1–7 and 9) as well as in mice expressing the ChR2 variant CatCh (33) in their SGNs following embryonic viral gene transfer (Figure 8). The Thy1.2 promoter drove neuronal ChR2 expression in transgenic mice and rats throughout the spiral ganglion, cochlear nucleus, and MNTB, while hair cells and supporting cells within the organ of Corti were negative. Immunohistochemistry suggested broad membrane expression of ChR2, which supported robust optogenetic spike generation in auditory neurons and did not noticeably alter auditory function. The patch-clamp demonstrated large photocurrents in auditory brainstem neurons, and we assume that SGNs behave similarly. These recordings demonstrate that ChR2 transgenic mice (and mice) can be used for optical stimulation of auditory brainstem circuitry and are consistent with another recent report (66).

AAV2/6, carrying the transgene under the human synapsin promoter, was identified from among ten viral vectors (including various AAV serotype-promoter combinations, herpes simplex, and hemagglutinating virus of Japan envelope vector) to drive the most efficient and stable (in animals up to at least 8 weeks of age) opsin expression. Transfection and expression were specific to SGNs, where, again, the opsin was targeted to the membranes of neurites and somata. In contrast to the homogenous transgenic ChR2 expression, a strong basoapical gradient was found for virus-mediated ChR2 expression in the spiral ganglion. We hope to overcome this in future work by increasing the virus titer. In addition, protocols for efficient and safe postnatal AAV-mediated gene transfer into SGNs need to be established in rodents and later in nonhuman primates.

Using rodent models, we developed transcochlear and intracochlear optogenetic stimulation strategies using the blue light of LEDs or fiber-coupled lasers. Previous optical cochlea stimulation was restricted to laser light, while in our study, μLEDs were used successfully for both transcochlear and intracochlear stimulation. We found phase-contrast x-ray tomography to be useful for measuring the dimensions of mouse and rat cochlear ducts (Supplemental Figure 8), the position of the cochleostomy relative to the tonotopic map (Figure 4), and the intracochlear placement and orientation of emitters (data not shown).

Properties of optogenetic stimulation of the auditory pathway. Optogenetics permits optical SGN stimulation with low energy requirements. We could elicit oABRs with 2 μJ of light entering the approximately 1 mm2 cochleostomy, which is lower than that reported for infrared stimulation (intracochlear SGN compound action potentials: 16–150 μJ/mm2; ref. 48), but still higher than the energy per pulse used in electrical CIs (approximately 0.2 μJ; ref. 19). We anticipate that the required energy per pulse can be further reduced by using intracochlear emitters in close apposition to the spiral ganglion (as simulated in Supplemental Figure 9) and by increased SGN light sensitivity via enhanced expression of optimized channelrhodopsin variants. This will be important in order to enable acceptable battery lifetimes when using optogenetics in future clinical CIs. While these CIs will likely use 10-fold lower pulse rates per channel than electrical implants (hundreds versus a few thousand Hz), they will have a greater number of channels than current CIs (hundred[s] versus dozens).

The latencies of single SGN and SGN population responses were longer for optical than for acoustic stimulation, probably owing to the time required for the SGNs to reach the action potential threshold after ChR2 activation (Figure 8 and ref. 32). SGN latencies decreased with increasing light intensity (Figures 6 and 8), likely via increasing the light-activated depolarizing conductance. This may further be achieved by enhanced abundance, light sensitivity, or conductance of the channelrhodopsin. In this context, it is interesting to note that we found first spike latencies of single SGNs similar to those observed with acoustic clicks when using viral expression of the optimized ChR2 variant CatCh and strong light stimulation. Since oABRs and single SGN responses of CatCh-injected mice were generally comparable to those of transgenic ChR2 mice, in which cochlear optogenetics could, potentially, also stimulate the olivocochlear efferent system, this, if occurring at all, seemed to
have little impact. The temporal precision of spike generation with optogenetics (trial-to-trial variance of 0.020 ms² for CatCh SGNs) was intermediate between acoustic (clicks: 0.700 ms²) and electrical (0.004 ms²) stimulation. The amplitude of oABRs declined with increasing stimulation rates above 20 Hz. Our present data indicate that CatCh-expressing SGNs can follow at least 60 Hz of optogenetic stimulation. Future recordings of single auditory nerve fibers will need to establish the maximum rate at which SGNs can follow optogenetic stimulation. Expression in SGNs of ChR2 variants with faster deactivation (68) will likely enhance high temporal bandwidth auditory signaling in cochlear optogenetics.

High-frequency resolution of optical stimulation due to spatial confinement is one of the most attractive prospects of cochlear optogenetics. In this proof-of-principle study, we used three approaches for a first assessment of cochlear spread of excitation. Using transcochlear stimulation, we found masking of a2ABRs over a frequency range of less than an octave by µLED located hundreds of micrometers away from the stimulated SGNs. We found that illumination by an optical fiber in the scala tympani elicited activation of the basal portion of the spiral ganglion. Furthermore, when analyzing the current source density in the IC, we found that the spread of cochlear excitation was comparable to that achieved with acoustic stimulation and narrower than with electrical stimulation. We note that we used LFPs in response to suprathreshold stimuli for all modalities. As a population measure, the spread of the current sink identified by CSD analysis can be interpreted as revealing the population of neurons — with varying characteristic frequencies — that are activated by the various stimulation modalities (41, 43). The tuning of individual neurons within this activated population cannot be assessed using our technique and might differ between stimulus regimes. Therefore, these results can only serve as a first and relative assessment, as they likely provide an upper estimate for the spread of cochlear excitation. Future studies using intracochlear multichannel optical stimulation of the spiral ganglion should assess the spread of excitation based on an analysis of IC activity at various light intensities and compare this with acoustic and electrical stimulation at various intensities. As a first step, we modeled blue µLED illumination using realistic dimensions of the mouse cochlea and predicted a spread of excitation of one-third of an octave, even without focusing.

Outlook. Future work aimed at advancing optogenetics for use in auditory research and for clinical translation should include: (a) the development of reliable multichannel optical stimulation technology; (b) studies of biosafety for optical stimulation; (c) the optimization of channelrhodopsins as well as of virus-mediated gene transfer for the efficient and stable long-term expression of channelrhodopsin DNA in auditory neurons; and (d) the comprehensive characterization and further improvement of coding by optogenetic stimulation in comparison with electrical and physiological coding. Future optic or hybrid (optic-electrical) CIs will likely contain hundred(s) of light-emitting elements such as LEDs, vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers, or waveguides with apertures of tens of micrometers. We argue that well-positioned intracochlear emitters will likely reduce the variability of optogenetic responses between animals that was prominent in the present study. While the potential phototoxicity of cochlear optogenetics remains to be assessed in future studies, we note that relevant work on other neurons suggests that it is not a major safety concern (69, 70). Rapid progress is being made in the identification, site-directed mutagenesis, and characterization of optogenetic tools (reviewed in ref. 25).

Opsins tailored to cochlear optogenetics will ideally combine high light sensitivity and rapid deactivation kinetics for energy efficiency and high rate stimulation as well as red-shifted action spectra for minimizing scattering and potential phototoxicity in the spiral ganglion. At present, AAVs appear to be the approach of choice for cochlear optogenetics. AAVs have been shown to be efficient in gene replacement therapy in the mouse inner ear (71) and to leave intact cochlear function (61, 62, 71). Injections of AAVs into the cochlear nucleus, including the subsequent expression and activation of ChR2 and halorhodopsin, did not lead to detrimental effects on hearing for at least 18 months in rats (66). Moreover, AAVs have been successfully used in experimental and clinical retinal gene replacement (72). However, while it is promising that single injections of AAVs carrying the DNA of RPE65 into the eye have restored lifelong visual function in mice and dogs and 5-year function so far in clinical trials (for the eye, ref. 73, and for systemic gene therapy applications, ref. 74), careful evaluation of immune responses is required for cochlear applications.

Finally, a comprehensive morphological, physiological, and behavioral analysis of cochlear optogenetics in rodents and later in nonhuman primates is required to characterize the temporal, frequency, and intensity resolution of signal coding. We expect these efforts to pave the way for innovative auditory research and optical restoration of hearing.

Methods

Animals
Experiments were performed on 4- to 20-week-old transgenic ChR2 mice (32), otoferlin mouse mutants (50) carrying the ChR2 transgene, and C57BL/6 wild-type mice. Moreover, transgenic rats expressing ChR2 under the murine Thy1.2 promoter on a Wistar background were used (29). Here, ChR2 was coupled to Venus, a YFP variant.

Transuterine injections of AAVs
For in vivo transduction, anesthesia was induced with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine (0.125/5 mg/kg) and maintained with isoflurane (1%–2%). Viral inoculum (~250 nl, 4 × 10⁸ particles/µl) was microinjected through the uterus into the mouse otocyst from E11.5 to E12.5 as previously described (62, 63). Only the left otocyst of each embryo was injected. The un.injected contralateral ear served as an internal control.

Immunostaining and confocal microscopy
Immunostaining was performed essentially as described (51, 62, 75). Sections of the cochlea used for Figure 1A were cut after EDTA decalcification. Phalloidin-AF-568, rabbit anti-GFP (both 1:200; Invitrogen), mouse anti-neurofilament (NF200, 1:400; Sigma-Aldrich), and appropriate secondary antibodies (1:200; Invitrogen) were used. For Figures 1 and 7, the cochleae were decalcified for 10 minutes in Morse’s solution and sectioned, and Na/K-ATPase α3 subunit (1:300; Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated anti-GFP (1:500; Invitrogen) antibodies were used for staining. The images were acquired using a Leica TCS SP2 laser scanning confocal microscope.

Animal surgery
Mice were anesthetized with i.p. administration of a mixture of urethane (1.32 mg/kg), xylazine (5 mg/kg), and buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg, for single-unit and IC recordings), or of ketamine (0.125 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg, for ABR recordings). The animals were then placed onto a custom-designed heat plate (for maintaining body temperature at 37°C) on a vibration isolation table in a sound-proof chamber (IAC GmbH).
Cochleostomy. The left bulla was reached using a retroauricular approach and opened to expose the cochlea. Gentle shaving of the bony cochlear capsule was performed to open a small (500–800 μm) cochleostomy, leaving intact the membranous labyrinth. In order to avoid contralateral acoustic stimulation of ABRs in light-on-tone masking experiments, the contralateral cartilaginous outer ear was cut, the tympanic membrane and ossicular chain were removed, and the cochlea was mechanically destroyed.

SGN and cochlear nucleus recordings. For auditory nerve recordings, a tracheostomy was performed before the animals were positioned in a custom-designed stereotactic head holder. The left occipital bone and cerebellum were partially removed to expose the surface of the cochlear nucleus.

IC recordings. For recordings from the IC, the skin covering the forehead was cut and reflected laterally. A metal screw was glued onto the exposed skull using dental cement and fixed onto the bar of a custom-made stereotaxic device. We used craniometric references to either perform a small craniotomy or a trepanation over the right IC before the dura was carefully removed.

Optical stimulation
We used four approaches for optical stimulation of the cochlea: (a) As shown in Figures 1, 2, and 6, for the most reliable quantification of irradiance, we used a blue power LED (Avago Technologies) coupled to a plano-convex lens (f = 100 mm, arc: 350–650 nm; Thorlabs GmbH) mounted onto a micromanipulator and focused on a cochleostomy. Irradiance was measured during 20-s stimulation using a thermal power sensor (0.19–25 μm, 2 W; Thorlabs GmbH) placed behind a light-blocking plate with a 1-mm2 pinhole in the focal plane of the lens. (b) For the experiments shown in Figures 3, 5, 8, and 9, we used a 250-μm optical fiber coupled to a 473-nm laser (MLB473, 50 mW DPSS; Changchun). Irradiance was calibrated with a laser power meter (LaserCheck; Coherent Inc.). For the experiment shown in Figure 3, the fiber was located on a small cochleostomy, and for the experiments depicted in Figures 5 and 8, the optical fiber was inserted into the round window and fixed in place with cyanoacrylate and/or dental cement. (c) For the experiments shown in Figures 4 and 7, we used blue LEDs with a 200 μm × 200 μm active surface (μLED; Cree). We removed the plastic case, trimmed the support, soldered the μLED to wires, and encapsulated the assembly using epoxy. For mechanical stability and electrical insulation, a section of the wires was funneled through a thin glass pipette and mounted on a manipulator (Narishige International Ltd.). Irradiance was approximated by placing the assembly into the aperture of a LaserCheck hand-held power meter. (d) For the experiment shown in Supplemental Figure 1, we used an intracochlear μLED implant, in which the μLED was bonded and embedded in silicone along with 10-μm wires.

ABRs recordings
ABRs were recorded by scalp needle electrodes underneath the pinna, on the vertex, and on the back near the legs. For stimulus generation and presentation, data acquisition, and off-line analysis, we used a TDT III System (Tucker-Davis Technologies) and custom-written MATLAB software (The MathWorks, Inc.). Sound pressure levels are provided in dB sound pressure level (SPL) root mean square (RMS), which were generated by custom-written MATLAB routines and digitized (TDT System 3) using custom-written MATLAB software. Data were further analyzed and prepared for display off-line using custom-written MATLAB software.

Extracellular single-unit recordings
For auditory nerve recordings, a glass microelectrode (25 MΩhm) was advanced through the posterior end of the anteroventral cochlear nucleus, aiming toward the internal auditory canal using an Inchworm micropositioner (EXFO Burleigh). Extracellular action potentials were amplified using an ELC-03X5 amplifier (NPI Electronic), filtered (band pass, 300–3000 Hz), and digitized (TDT System 3) using custom-written MATLAB software. Data were further analyzed and prepared for display off-line using custom-written MATLAB software.

LFP recordings in the IC
Optical stimulation was performed with round window insertion [see (b) under “Optical stimulation” in Methods]. We used 6-ms laser pulses at a stimulation rate of 6 Hz. Responses to 100 stimulus repetitions were averaged. Acoustic stimuli consisted of pure tones of 31 kHz at 80 dB SPL (RMS), which were generated by custom-written MATLAB routines and presented at a stimulation rate of 2 Hz in random order. Responses to 5 stimulus repetitions were averaged. Stimuli were converted into analog waveforms by a sound card (OCTA-CAPTURE; Roland) and presented via an ultrasonic speaker (Vifa; Avisoft Bioacoustics). A rodent electrical CI (MED-EL) was used for electrical stimulation and inserted into the cochlea via the round window. Biphasic current pulses (80 μs phase duration, 20 μs interphase duration, 500 μA, 6 Hz stimulation rate) were used to stimulate neurons in the vicinity of the stimulation electrode. Responses to 100 stimulus repetitions were averaged. To drive either a DPSS laser (473 nm; CNI Laser) for optical stimulation or a constant current source (A365; WPI Inc.) for electrical stimulation, custom-built electronics converted sound bursts from the sound card into TTL pulses of the same duration.

After a posterior craniotomy overlying the IC (approximately −5.2 mm in the anterior-posterior direction from the bregma and 1.25 mm in the mediolateral direction from the midline) and removal of the dura, a single-shank, 16-channel neuronexus probe (100-μm channel spacing; NeuroNexus) was inserted into the ICC to record (sampling rate, 32 kHz) depth profiles of LFPs (Digital Lynx SX; Neuralynx). In the experiments, the multichannel probe was initially inserted such that the topmost channel was visible at the surface of the IC. Then, responses to either acoustic, optical, or electrical stimulation were recorded. In order to fully sample the ICC, after recording in this position the electrode was further advanced until the bottom-most channel was located at a depth of approximately 2 mm. Depth profiles of LFPs were transformed into CSD patterns as described earlier (44). The CSD analysis identifies excitatory inputs onto a population of neurons as current sinks and passive return currents as sources (Figure 5). Sinks that exceeded three standard deviations from baseline (30-ms window prior to stimulus onset) for at least 5 ms and had a spatial extent of at least 200 μm were considered significant. The strongest sink within the first 30 ms after stimulus was identified as a proxy for excitatory drive to the IC. For identified sinks, the centroid and the peak were calculated. Tone bursts of various frequencies from 2 to 64 kHz were used to calibrate the tonotopic location of the recording probe (Supplemental Figures 3 and 4). The centroid depth increased with an increasing stimulation frequency (4 kHz centroid: −0.4 mm depth; 32 kHz centroid: −1.2 mm depth). The slope of change of the centroid depths with changing stimulation frequency as well as the absolute depth of the centroid locations were quantitatively similar to published single-unit data (45, 76, 77).
In vitro electrophysiology

Coronal slices (220 μm) of rat auditory brainstem were prepared as follows: Brains were carefully dissected and immediately immersed in ice-cold low sodium, low calcium cutting solution containing (in mM): 75 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 75 sucrose, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 7 MgCl2, and 0.25 CaCl2, aerated with 95% O2 and ~5% CO2 (carbogen). Meninges were removed from the ventral aspect of the brainstem. The pons-midbrain junction was cut to separate the forebrain from the brainstem and was then glued onto the stage of a Leica 1200 S vibrating microtome. Slices were incubated at 34°C for 30 minutes in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing: 125 mM NaCl, 26 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM glucose, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM CaCl2, 4 mM Na L-lactate, 2 mM Na pyruvate, and 0.4 mM Na L-ascorbate, aerated with carbogen and thereafter kept at room temperature until recording. Experiments were carried out under constant superfusion with prewarmed aCSF at flow rates of 3 to 4 ml/min.

The temperature was monitored by a thermometer placed between the inflow site and the tissue slice and warmed to 34°C to 36°C by an in-line solution heater (SH-27B with TC-324B controller; Warner Instruments). Pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass (outer diameter [OD] 1.5 mm, inner diameter [ID] 0.86 mm; Science Products) at a resistance of 1.5 to 3 MOhm when filled with the following solution for the voltage-clamp recordings: 35 mM CsF, 100 mM CsCl, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, and 1 mM QX-314 (Alamone Labs); or with the following for the current-clamp recordings: 110 mM K-gluconate, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 4.5 mM MgCl2, 8 mM EGTA, 4 mM MgATP, 0.3 mM NaGTP, 10 mM Na2-phosphocreatine, with the pH adjusted to 7.3, 300 mOsm.

Light-on-tone masking experiments

After positioning a blue μLED into contact with the cochleostomy, aABRs to tone bursts (probe: duration of 12 ms, 1 ms rise/fall) were recorded as described above using a stimulus rate of 5 Hz. Then, 40-ms light pulses (masker: 4 mW/mm2) were introduced to mask the sound recorded as described above using a stimulus rate of 5 Hz. Then, 40-ms aABRs to tone bursts (12-ms) were preceded by a 3-ms light stimulus at 10-ms intervals. aABRs were evoked by tone bursts of different frequencies at 90 dB. Possible masking was analyzed by comparing the amplitude of aABR wave 1 in the absence and presence of μLED stimulation.

X-ray imaging

Phase-contrast tomography at a compact laboratory x-ray source was used to identify the position of the cochleostomy relative to the cochlear tonotopic map (Figure 4 and Supplemental Video 1) and to estimate the available scalar space for an intracochlear implant (Supplemental Figure 8). The method is based on cone-beam in-line phase-contrast tomography (78) and a fast Fourier-based phase reconstruction procedure (79). The x-ray source (JXS R5 prototype; Excillum AB), equipped with a solid molybdenum target and operating at 60 kVp and 0.07 mA, was combined with a scintillator-based fiber-coupled CCD detector (6.5 μm pixel size; Photonic Science). Spatial resolution and contrast of the x-ray imaging system revealed a thin and weakly absorbing basilar membrane inside a strongly absorbing bony cochlear capsule. Total accumulation time for a 3D dataset was about 6 hours. A detailed discussion on the properties of this imaging method and further imaging results are presented in ref. 35. Segmentation and 3D visualization of the reconstructed volume was performed with an Avizo Fire 7 (Visualization Sciences Group, FEI Company). Automatic histogram-based segmentation was used to visualize bony structures. The basilar membrane, Rosenthal’s canal, scala tympani, scala vestibuli, and media, as well as the cochleostomy were traced with semiautomated segmentation. To identify the tonotopic position of the cochleostomy relative to the cochlear tonotopic map, markers were set at different positions along the basilar membrane. A spline curve was fitted to the markers and was used to identify the position of the cochleostomy relative to the tonotopic map of the cochlea (Figure 4 and Supplemental Video 1). To estimate the available space for an intracochlear implant, the size of the scala tympani was measured as a function of the distance from the base (Supplemental Figure 8).

Statistics

Data were checked for normality and equal variances and were consequently tested with parametric procedures or, in the case of violations of either normality or variance equality, with nonparametric procedures. Statistical differences between two groups were assessed with 2-tailed Student’s t tests. Multiple groups were evaluated using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA models, followed by post-hoc tests (Dunn’s multiple comparison test) if appropriate. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant. Data are presented as the means ± SEM.
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